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Abstract. Face as a biometric is known to be sensitive to different factors, e.g., illumnation con-
dition and pose. The resultant degradation in face image quality affects the system performance.
To counteract this problem, we investigate the merit of combining a set of face verification sys-
tems incorporating image-related quality measures. We propose a fusion paradigm where the
quality measures are quantised into a finite set of discretequality states, e.g., “good illumna-
tion vs. “bad illumination”. For each quality state, we design a fusion classifier. The outputs of
these fusion classifiers are then combined by a weighted averaging controlled by thea posteriori
probability of a quality state given the observed quality measures. The use of quality states in
fusion is compared to the direct use of quality measures where the density of scores and quality
are jointly estimated. There are two advantages of using quality states. Firstly, much less traning
data is needed in the former since the relationship between base classifier output scores and qual-
ity measures is not learnt jointly but separately via the conditioning quality states. Secondly, the
number of quality states provides anexplicit controlover the complexity of the resulting fusion
classifier. In all our experiments involving XM2VTS good anddarken face data sets, there is a
systematicimprovement in performance over the baseline method (without using quality infor-
mation) and the direct use of quality in two types of applications: as a quality-dependent score
normalisation procedure and as a quality-dependent classification method.

1 Introduction

Face authentication is a process of verifying an identity claim using captured face images. While face
as a biometric is well accepted by the general public and has already been in use in many applications
using manual authentication, e.g., travel documents, it isstill a very challenging task to replace this
manual process by an automated one. This is because a captured face is inherently affected by the
following factors: noise of the biometric device, e.g., a CCD camera operates slightly differently in
different temperature; the interaction between the user and the device, e.g., a change of pose; the
environmental (external) factors, e.g., the illuminationconditions; and the natural physiological or
behavioural change of face images principally originated by the user himself/herself, e.g., different
face expressions. In general, these feactors will lead to a degradation in the face image quality and
this will ultimately compromise the ability of the automatic face recognition system to verify the
claim.

The goal of this paper is to devise a fusion algorithm that uses a set of quality measures derived
from the face images to improve the fusion performance whereseveral base face authentication sys-
tems may operate and exhibit different performance in different conditions. Combining several face
verification systems in this context is especially useful when one baseline face verification system is
robust to noise but does not perform well under good conditions and vice versa. Ideally, a fusion clas-
sifier should give more weight to the more reliable classifierin a given condition. The conventional
fusion algorithm, unfortunately, does not have such a mechanism to do so. For instance, a linear fusion
classifier weighs each base classifier output by the sqme weight for qll the incoming samples regqrd-
less of their quality. It is clear that we should expect a better performance if the weight associated with
each base system output changesdynamicallyas a function of image quality.

While several studies have shown that using quality measures as auxiliary information can improve
the multimodal system performance at the score level, e.g.,[1–4], as well as at the decision level [5],
our experience is that this isnot necessarilythe case. This is because directly learning the relationship
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Fig. 1. (a) A conventional fusion classifier without using quality information. (b) The state-of-the-art fusion clas-
sifier with raw quality measures. (c) The proposed method of incorporating quantised quality measures via quality
states. The dashed arrow in (c) emphasises theremovedcasual relationship which is replaced by the newly in-
troduced casual relationships (arrows) fromq to Q and fromQ to y. The dashed arrow will simply vanish in a
conventional graphical model diagram.

between base system output scores and quality measures may result in a more complex classifier, thus
having a higher chance of overfitting the training data. Consequently, the resulting performance may
be worse than the baseline system without using the quality information. Instead, we propose to first
quantise the quality measures into a finite set of discretequality statesand then learn a fusion classifier
for each state. The fused score output is given by a weighted sum of these fusion classifiers where the
weight is the posterior probability of a quality state givena set of observed quality measures. Our
experimental results carried out on the XM2VTS clean and dark face images show that combining
quality measures in fusion via the quality states generalises systematically better than by directly
using the quality measures themselves. It is also superior to the baseline fusion approach without
using the quality information. In comparison, our proposedfusion approach is much less likely to
overfit on the training data, thus providing a good trade-offbetween complexity and generalisation
performance.

2 Methodology

The proposed fusion approach via quality state is best explained in terms of a Bayesian network [6].
Graphical models representing three possible ways of usingquality measures are shown in Figure 1.
Model (a) is the conventional fusion without using quality measures. Model (b) is the state-of-the-art
approach with quality measures. Finally, model (c) is the proposed fusion approach conditioned on
quality states. A node in the graph represents a variable andits associated probability whereas an
arrow from variableA to variableB specifies their causal relationship, i.e., the conditionalprobability
of A givenB. In the models just shown, the following variables are used:

– k ∈ {C, I} is the true class label, i.e., being either a genuine user (also known as a client) or an
impostor.

– q ∈ R
Nq is the vector of quality measures output byNq quality detectors. A quality detector is

an algorithm designed to assess the quality of an image, e.g., the bit per pixel ratio, contrast
and brightness as defined by the MPEG standards. In our case, these quality measures deal with
face images describing, for instance, the orientation, illumination and spatial resolution of a face
image. Both the general and face-related quality measures will be used in this paper.

– the quality stateQ ∈ {1, . . . , NQ} which signifies one of theNQ discrete events1 each describing
a composite combination of quality degrading factors, e.g., {wearing glasses, back illumination,
smile}, {no glasses, left illumination, neutral}, etc. In this study, we deal only with two qual-
ity states, i.e., well illuminated and side-illuminated face images. These states are obvious from
a direct examination of a face image. However, from a computational point of view,Q is not
observablewhen a biometric system operates without human intervention.

– y ∈ R
N is the vector of scores output byN base face authentication systems.

1 Note thatNQ andNq are different. We use the small letter “q” to denote a qualitymeasure and the capital “Q”
to denote aclusterof quality measures.



The three models shown in Figure 1 each describe the following joint probabilities, in increasing
capability of modelling the quality information:

p(y, k) = p(y|k)p(k) (1)

p(y, k, q) = p(y|k, q)p(k)p(q), (2)

p(y, k, q, Q) = p(y|k, Q, q)p(k)p(Q|q)p(q),

= p(y|k, Q)p(k)p(Q|q)p(q). (3)

Note that in our notation, we do not distinguish between discrete probability that is usually written
with a capital “p” from the continuous one.

The first model does not consider the quality information; the second model uses the quality mea-
sures directly; and the third model uses the quality information via quality states. Using this Bayesian
framework, the state-of-the-art algorithms exploiting quality measures, e.g. [1–4], can be considered
as belonging to the second model. In [1, 3], the second model was implemented using discriminative
classifiers whereas in [2, 4], generative classifiers (henceapproximating some probability density)
were used. The last model thus assumes that the scorey is conditionally independentof q given that
Q is known, i.e., if one knows the state ofQ, one does not needq. For this reason, we need to model
only p(y|k, Q) instead ofp(y|k, q, Q).

Using the first model whereq is not considered, a conventional fusion classifier can be obtained
by using the following log-likelihood ratio (LLR) test:

ynorm
bline = log

p(y|C)

p(y|I)
(4)

Similarly, for the second and third models, one can realise aquality dependentfusion classifier as
follows:

ynorm = log
p(y|C, q)

p(y|I, q)
. (5)

Note that the stateQ is not a conditioning variable in (5) becauseQ is not observed when infering
using the second and third models.

In (5), it can be assumed that the system outputs iny are dependent of each other. If one makes
the independence assumption, the likelihood functioncan be written as:

ycom = log

∏

i p(yi|C, q)
∏

i p(yi|I, q)
=

∑

i

log
p(yi|C, q)

p(yi|I, q)
=

∑

i

ynorm
i . (6)

whereyi is thei-th system that participates in fusion.
In the discussion that follows, we will considery as a scalar, i.e., withN = 1. As a result, (5)

can be considered a quality-dependent score normalisationprocedure instead of a quality-dependent
fusion classifier2.

When one uses (5) as a quality-dependent score normalisation procedure, the resulting decision
function should be:

decision(ynorm) =

{
accept if ynorm > ∆norm

reject otherwise,
(7)

where∆norm is a decision threshold after normalization. The decision function for the original score
y can be written in exactly the same way by replacingynorm with y. We argue that in theory, the

2 We have considered both cases in our experiments but only to find that (6) generalises much better although
in theory the vector case of (5) should perform similarly well, if not better. Since (5) has more parameters to
estimate than (6), it is highly probable that (5) overfit the training data, thus resulting in inaccurate modeling of
the dependency which in turn causes deteriorated generalisation performance. For better consistency with the
experimental results to be presented at the end, we will refer to (5) as a quality-dependent score normalisation
procedure.



performance due toynorm is better than that due toy. In practice, however, this depends on how well
one can estimatep(y|k, q).

Note that modelingp(y|k, q) is difficult because the output variabley and the input variableq
are continuous. This means that one should use a multivariate regression procedure sinceq hasNq

dimensions. Fortunately, there are at least two ways to estimatep(y|k, q) elegantly.
The first approach is to usep(y, q|k) in place ofp(y|k, q), where all the continuous values are no

longer in the conditioning set. This corresponds to model (b) shown in Figure 1. Therefore,p(y, q|k)
can be estimated using any multivariate density estimator.We used a mixture of Gaussian components
or the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [7] for this purpose. Other alternatives are Parzen windows [7],
and the method of Gaussian Copulas that is first used in biometric fusion [8].

To show that usingp(y|k, q) is equivalent to usingp(y, q|k), we first note that:

p(y|k, q) =
p(y, q|k)

p(q|k)
.

Using the LLR framework, one obtains the following quality-dependent score normalisation proce-
dure:

ynorm

with q
= log

p(y, q|C)

p(y, q|I)
(8)

= log
p(y|C, q)

p(y|I, q)
− log

p(q|C)

p(q|I)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

Since the quality measures are not expected to have any discriminative power to distinguish between
the client and the impostor classes, the under-braced term will be zero. This is consistent with the
models presented in Figure 1 where there is no link fromk to q. We will therefore use (8) as the direct
approach of quality-dependent score normalization procedure.

The second approach to estimatingp(y|k, q) is via the quality state, i.e., the third model shown in
Figure 1. This can be done by computing the following probability:

p(y|k, q) =
∑

Q

p(y|k, Q)p(Q|q) (9)

wherep(Q|q) is the posterior probability ofQ givenq, i.e.,

p(Q|q) =
p(q|Q)

∑

Q∗

p(q|Q∗)
. (10)

Using the LLR test in (5), the resulting score is obtained as follows:

ynorm

with Q
= log

∑

Q p(y|C, Q)p(Q|q)
∑

Q p(y|I, Q)p(Q|q)
(11)

We will refer to the classifier due to (8) as ajoint quality-score (JQS) normalisation procedure
since for each example, the quality measures and scores mustbe present during training. The alter-
native classifier, i.e., due to (11) will be referred to as aquality-state dependent(QSD) score normal-
isation procedure since it is dependent on the quality statebut not directly dependent on the quality
measures. While these two quality-dependent score normalisation procedures are the same in princi-
ple, the latter has a much lower complexity. For instance, maximising the likelihoodp(y|k, Q) requires
only the cluster indexQ andnot the actual observationq for each scorey. In this case,p(y|k, Q) has
N dimensions. On the other hand, maximising the likelihoodp(y, q|k) requires bothy andq to be
present. Furthermore,p(y, q|k) hasN + Nq dimensions. This implies that one may face the curse
of dimensionality [7] whenNq is large. In brief, this curse means that modelling the increased num-
ber of dimensions may be less effective since this is not supported by the necessarily exponential



increased number of training samples. In fact, there is onlya fixed number of training samples to
design a quality-dependent score normalisation procedure(or a fusion classifier). We argue that the
higher complexity ofp(y, q|k) is not necessarily an advantage because this may result in overfitting.
In contrast, by adjusting the number of discrete quality statesNQ, one can control the desired level of
complexity adequately. As a result, (11) may be better in terms of generalisation performance than (8)
given an appropriately adjustedNQ.

We shall now discuss our particular implementation of the three models shown in Figure 1, i.e.,
the baseline system, realised using (4); the JQS approach, i.e., (8); and the QSD approach, i.e., (11). In
all these three models, we have to estimate the probability distributions:p(y|k), p(y, q|k), p(y|k, Q)
andp(q|Q) (from which the posteriorp(Q|q) is estimated via (10)). All these probability densities are
multivariate and conditioned on some discrete variables. In our implementation, we use the Gaussian
mixture model (GMM) [7] to estimate each of the three multivariate probability distributions. Its
parameters are estimated using the expectation maximisation algorithm. The number of Gaussian
components is tuned by cross-validation.

3 Database and Experiments

3.1 Hypotheses to verify

There are several claims in the Section 2 that need to be supported by experiments. The claims are:

1. The JQS normalisation procedure, i.e., due to (8) may overfit.
2. The QSD normalisation procedure, i.e., (11), achieves better generalisation than the baseline ap-

proach without using quality information.
3. A good estimate ofp(Q|q) is crucial to guarantee the success of the QSD score normalisation

procedure.
4. The QSD fusion classifier generalises better than the JQS and the state-of-the-art fusion classifier

which ignores quality information.

The first three hypotheses deal with quality-dependent score normalisation procedures. If they are
true, the same conclusion can usually be applied to the fusion classifiers. For the ease of designing
experiments, we will only show such coherence using hypothesis two and four where the former
involves score normalisation procedures and the latter involves intramodal fusion of classifiers.

Since we have 11 quality detectors, to carry out the experiments with hypotheses 1–2, we will pick
only the most discriminative quality detector so that the dimension ofq is only one. This will simplify
the comparison for the convenience of validating the experiments. This is not a limitation because we
will test hypothesis 3 with all the quality measures available (to be discussed further).

3.2 The XM2VTS standard and Darken Data Sets

We used the face images of the XM2VTS clean [9] and dark [10] data set. It contains 295 subjects,
among which 200 are used as clients, 25 as impostors reservedfor use for algorithm development,
and 70 as impostors for the unique use of evaluation. For eachsubject, four sessions are acquired
among which the first three sessions are used for algorithm development and the last one is reserved
for algorithm evaluation. We consider the dark data sets with left illumination as the “fifth” session
and the one with right illumination as the “sixth” session. Each session contains two mugshots of
face images. In the results reported in [10], the protocol did not explicitly specify that the dark data
set can be used for training although in one of the three submitted evaluations, the dark data set was
possibly used for training. In this paper, however, in orderto show the advantage of having observed
some poor illumination data, we used the 25-impostor data set in which the clean and dark images
are available. However, we could not obtain the scores for the dark client images. Given the fact that
these scores can only be found in the 200-client data set, we further divided this data set into 20- and
180-client data set such that the 20-client data set is set aside uniquely for algorithm development and



the 180-client for both algorithm development and evaluation. The consequence is that the data set for
algorithm evaluation used in this paper will consist of sessions 4, 5 and 6 of the 180-client data set
and sessions 1–6 of the 70-impostor data set3

3.3 Face Feature Representations and Classifiers

The classifiers used in this paper can be found in [11]. There are two classifiers with three types of
pre-processing, hence resulting in a matrix of six classifiers. The two classifiers used are Linear Dis-
criminant Analysis (LDA) with correlation as a distance metric [12] and Gaussian Mixture Model
(GMM) with maximuma posterioriadaptation, i.e., the same state-of-the-art system used inspeaker
verification [13]. The use of GMM in face authentication can be found in [14], for instance. The
face pre-processing algorithms used are the photometric normalisation as proposed by Gross and Bra-
jovic [15], histogram equalisation and local binary pattern (LBP), originally proposed by Ojala [16]
but first used for pure pre-processing (and not recognition)in face authentication in [11]. Since the
goal of this paper is to investigate intramodal fusion at thescore-level, the absolute performance of
the baseline systems is a secondary issue, whereas the relative performance with respect to the base-
line systems as well as the baseline fusion methods as shown in models (b) and (c) is of particular
importance. For this reason, neither the details of the three pre-processing procedures nor their ver-
ification performance in conjunction with the mentioned classifiers are reported here; the interested
reader should refer to [11, 14].

3.4 Quality measures

In this paper, we use a set of proprietary quality detectors developed by Omniperception Ltd. The
details of these quality detectors will thus not be discussed here. Note that some of them are defined
by the MPEG standards. These quality detectors measure:

1. Overall quality
2. Frontal
3. Rotation
4. Reflection

5. Illumination
6. Spatial resolution
7. Bit per pixel
8. Focus

9. Contrast
10. Brightness
11. Reliability4

The overall quality is a combined measure using all the otherquality measures. Only detectors
2–5 are face-related quality measures whereas the rest weredeveloped as general purpose image
quality detectors. It should be noted that none of these quality detectors were designed specifically
to distinguish the three strong dominant quality states (bymanual examination of face images in
the XM2VTS database): good illumination, left illumination and right illumination. Although such a
dedicated detector could have been designed easily, it would not reflect the real life situation where
quality detectors are imperfect. Using the above quality detectors thus make the problem incorporating
quality measures into a fusion classifier a more difficult one. For this reason, we did not further
distinguish between left or right illumination but simply categorised them as “poor illumination” .
The rest of the images were categorised as “good illumination”. These are the two quality states and
they areobservedand used when training the QSD classifier butinferredvia q during testing.

3.5 Experiments and Results

We first carried out independent experiments to find out the most discriminative quality measures to
distinguish the quality states. Out of the 11 quality measures, the most discriminative one is the second
one. It will be used for experiments designed to test hypotheses one and two. When we inferP (Q|q),
we consider the priors to be equal, i.e.,P (Q) = 1

NQ
since for a general application, each state may be

3 Due to lack of space, we could not show this protocol in a table.
4 This reliability measure is probably different from what was proposed in [5].



Table 1.A posterioriEER of the JQS and QSD score normalisation procedures obtained on the XM2VTS clean
and darken data sets according to Lausanne Protocol I.

a posterioriEER (%) rel. change
system baselineunbiasedq biasedq Q, w/o quality Q Q, oracleof EER (%), Q
lda-gross 11.41 13.94 9.05 11.41 10.12 9.91 -11.30
lda-heq 8.34 8.15 7.04 8.34 6.72 6.47 -19.38
lda-lbp 8.14 8.57 6.93 8.14 7.83 7.74 -3.74
gmm-gross 9.99 13.03 9.37 9.99 9.62 9.43 -3.67
gmm-heq 25.21 28.15 20.59 25.24 18.68 17.89 -25.93
gmm-lbp 17.01 18.01 13.05 17.06 14.55 13.72 -14.45

equally probable. This makes the task of distinguishing oneQ state from another even harder, since
there are more data acquired under good illumination conditions than those acquired under poor ones.

In order to show the first hypotheses, we conducted two sets ofexperiments: an unbiased training
and a biased training. In the unbiased case, we trained the score normalisation procedure on the devel-
opment set and applied the trained procedure to the evaluation score set. This approach corresponds
to the default train/test procedure. For thebiasedtraining, we trained the procedure on the test set so
that the score normalisation procedure fits the test data perfectly. We then compare the performance of
the baseline (un-normalised scores) with the scores due to unbiased and biased training. These results
are shown in the first three columns (containinga posterioriEER in percentage) of Table 1. Contrary
to the results reported by [2, 4], for almost all the cases of unbiased training of JQS procedure except
lda-heq, their EERs increase with respect to the baseline unprocessed scores. In contrast, with the
biased training of JQS, all resulting EERs decrease. Therefore, we conclude that that JQS over fits
the training data. We repeated the same experiments to modelp(y, q|k) except that we constrained
the number of Gaussian components to two. This corresponds to the observed two quality states,
i.e., “good illumination” versus “poor illumination” instead of using cross validation (recalling that
we used a GMM to modelp(y, q|k)). Unfortunately, the resulting EERs are still not systematically
better than that of the baseline systems. We therefore conclude that the JQS method has a too high
complexity that cannot be adjusted easily even by imposing constraints on its density estimator.

We then used the usual unbiased train/test experimental approach for the QSD score normalisation
procedure. We, however, introduced three variations, as follow:

– without quality: This variant ignores the quality information by integrating (11) with respect
to q. We do so for two reasons. Firstly, this will support our claim that the baseline model can
still be deduced from the advanced QSD model. Secondly, it also verifies the correctness of our
implementation.

– with quality: This is the default QSD model where the stateQ is inferred viap(Q|q).
– oracle: This QSD model assumes that the stateQ is known deterministically and so it is not in-

ferred from the trainedp(Q|q). We expect that this oracle variant (so named due to the knowledge
of the quality state) is expected to be better than the default QSD model (the second variant).

The results of these three variants of QSD models are shown incolumns 4–6 of Table 1, respectively.
The last column shows the relative change ofa posteriori EERdue to the default QSD model with
respect to the baseline performance (column one). We observe that:

– There is no significant difference in terms of performance between the first variant of QSD com-
pared to the baseline systems in which the scores are not processed.

– The oracle QSD variant is better than the default QSD model.
– The default QSD model issystematicallybetter than the baseline systems (see the last column of

Table 1). It is also better than the unbiasedly trained JQS model.

In order to show the third hypothesis, we chose the system whose relative performance gain (ac-
cording to the last column of Table 1) is the highest. This system is gmm-heq. Instead of using the
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Fig. 2. Performance gain from quality state-dependent score normalisation versus the discrimination power of
quality measures to distinguish the quality state. The X-axis is the measure of EER (hence assuming equal priors)
in the task of distinguishing between clean and noisy conditions due to the classifierp(Q|q). The Y-axis is the
measure of EER for the actual authentication task using the QSD score normalisation procedure. The higher the
discriminative power ofq to distinguishQ, the better the rate of improvement due to the use the QSD model.

second quality measure, we replaced it with the other quality measures one by one. For each quality
measure, we also measured the resulting performance in terms of EER due to distinguishing the good
illumination from the poor one. Note that we used EER for thistask for convenience only; the clas-
sification error could have been used. The EER performance ofeach quality measure and the relative
change of EER performance of the resultant QSD model due to using p(Q|q∗) for a givenq∗ is shown
in Figure 2. As can be observed, the second quality measure gives the largest reduction of performance
(its absolute and relative change of EER are shown in Table 1). There is indeed a dominant positive
trend in this figure. We therefore conclude that the discriminative power ofq to distinguish the qual-
ity stateQ is important to guarantee good generalisation performanceof the QSD model (hypothesis
three).

In order to show the final hypothesis, we build a fusion classifier with the independence assump-
tion as given by (6). Since we have six base systems, we can define 26 − 1 = 63 fusion tasks by
exhaustively making all possible combinations. This is done by choosing one out of six, i.e.,6C1;
then choosing two out of six, i.e.,6C2; then6C3, . . . and finally6C6 = 1 which is combining all
six systems. The baseline fusion classifier is based on (4) wherep(y|k) is estimated by a GMM. We
compared the performance of GMM with that of QSD models in terms ofa posterioriEER. The pair
of EERs are plotted in Figure 3(a). As can be observed, the QSDfusion classifierssystematicallygive
better performance than the baseline fusion systems. We didnot show the experiments using the JQS
classifier because their performance are considerably worse than the baseline systems. In Figure 3(b),
we measured the relative reduction of EER due to the two fusion classifiers examined. Negative val-
ues imply improvement due to the QSD fusion classifiers. Due to strong negative values (with median
around -20%), we conclude that our proposed QSD fusion classifier is effective.

For the sake of convenience of the analysis, we showed onlya posterioriEERs. We further visu-
alised the DET curves of the baseline fusion (without quality), the QSD classifier and all the partici-
pating baseline systems and verified that indeed the QSD classifier is almost at least as good as, if not
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Fig. 3. Comparison of performance between the baseline and QSD fusion classifiers on the 63 exhaustive com-
binations of fusion tasks involving six base systems. (a) absolute EER performance. (b) relative change of EER
from the baseline fusion classifier to the QSD one.

better than, the best participating base systems across alloperating thresholds (examples of figures are
not plotted due to lack of space).

3.6 Discussions

In the experiments, the posterior probabilityp(Q|q) was estimated with (10) wherep(q|Q) is used.
However, one could have used a direct estimation ofp(Q|q) using for instance a multi-layer percep-
tron [7] or a logistic regression function [17] since the quality stateQ is directly observable in training.
In our case,Q is either good or poor illumination. However, in general, the number of states,NQ is
unlikely to be known. In this case, one should first find a number of clusters of quality measures and
then verify that the performance for each cluster of data is indeed different. Using too many clusters
NQ is unlikely to be optimal because the resulting model as given by (11) may overfit the training
data. Furthermore, the estimate ofp(y|k, Q) in each cluster may not be stable since using too many
clusters will result in too few examples in each cluster.

4 Conclusions

Combining several face verification systems is a promising solution to increasing the reliability and
robustness of face verification. However, to date, there is no satisfactory fusion solution that can
systematicallyimprove over the baseline performance over all the operating thresholds. The state-of-
the-art approach, as exemplified by the JQS model, tends to overfit the training data. By introducing
quality states, which are in fact clusters of the quality measures, we explicitly introduce a control pa-
rameter which controls the complexity of the resulting algorithm that exploits quality measures. This
is the main reason for the systematic improvement observed in almost all the 6 score normalisation
and their resulting 63 exhaustive fusion experiments.
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